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Green

Yellow (Single)

Yellow (Double)

Yellow / Red Stripe

Blue

White

Red

Black & Red Flags

Black

Black & Orange

Checkered Flag
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Standing Not used.

Typically displayed at Start only. However, the Black 

Flag Station (7B) may be asked to display standing 

with a number board. Pit at the next opportunity.

Typically displayed at Start only. However, the 

Black Flag Station (7B) may be asked to 

display standing with a number board. Pit at the 

next opportunity.

Standing

Typically displayed at Start only. However, the Black Flag 

Station (7B) may be asked to display standing with a 

number board. Pit at the next opportunity.

Typically displayed at Start only. However, the Black 

Flag Station (7B) may be asked to display standing 

with a number board. Pit at the next opportunity.

Blackflag All called by Race Control.

Standing with Number board typically displayed 

at Start only. Black Flag Station (7B) may be 

asked to display also. Pit at the next 

opportunity.

Standing - Approaching a Slow Car. Safety 

Truck Display for two stations.

Waving

Session is interrupted. Pit at the next opportunity. The 

station with the incident and prior stationflags it as 

normal

Session is interrupted. Pit at the next opportunity. The 

station with the incident flags it as normal

 Come to an immediate and controlled stop to 

the side of the track. The station with the 

incident flags it as normal

Waving Not used.

 Come to an immediate and controlled stop to the 

side of the track. The station with the incident flags it 

as normal

Standing - watch your mirrors for a faster car behind. 

Rocking - you are being overtaken.

Waving - only if totally unaware, rarely used.

Waving

(T/A 

Standing)

First lap of first non-race session of the day. Always 

follows local yellow. Hold until car causing local yellow 

sees it.

First lap of first non-race session of the day. Always 

follows local yellow. Hold until car causing local 

yellow sees it.

Standing  

Waving

Standing - a race car 1/3 to 2/3 speed or backup to a 

waing white.

Waving - a race car less than 1/3 speed; or a moving 

safety vehicle.

Standing - a race car 1/3 to 2/3 speed or backup to a 

waing white.

Waving - a race car less than 1/3 speed; or a moving 

safety vehicle.

Motionless - First lap of all practice and Test 

Sessions. Always follows local yellow. Hold 

until car causing local yellow sees it.

Safety car / full course yellow. Station(s) with incident(s) 

and prior station flag the incident as normal.

Safety car / full course yellow. Station(s) with 

incident(s) flag the incident as normal.

Safety car / full course yellow. Station(s) with 

incident(s) flag the incident as normal.

Standing - watch your mirrors for a faster car behind.                           

Waving - you are being overtaken.

Standing - watch your mirrors for a faster car 

behind.

Waving - you are being rapidly overtaken.

2023 Detroit Belle Isle Grand Prix Corner Flag Variance by Sanctioning Body

Waving

For Practice and Qualifying, displayed upon direction of 

Race Control at Timeline 7B (alternate finish). For Races 

and warm-up, always displayed only at Start.

Displayed only at Start. Displayed only at Start.

Standing 

Waving

Standing - car stopped off course or changing direction; 

always to back up a waving (including FCY & Red).

Waving - car stopped or spinning on course; always for 

boots on the ground.

Standing - car stopped off course or changing 

direction; always to back up a waving.

Waving - car stopped or spinning on course; always 

for boots on the ground.

Standing - car stopped off course in runoff; 

always to back up a waving.

Waving - car stopped or spinning on course; 

always for boots on the ground.

Standing

Not used.

Standing 
Surface condition changed by fluid or debris. Hold for 2 

laps. May upgrade to yellow for very large pieces.

Surface condition changed by fluid or debris. Hold for 

2 laps. Always display surface for debris, never show 

a yellow.

Surface condition changed by fluid or debris. 

Hold for 2 laps. Always display surface for 

debris, never show a yellow.

Standing 

Waving
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